Abstract. Understanding aerosol effects on global climate requires knowing the global distribution of tropospheric aerosols. By accounting for aerosol sources, transports, and removal processes, chemical transport models simulate the global aerosol distribution using archived meteorological fields. We develop an algorithm for retrieving global aerosol sources from satellite observations of aerosol distribution by inverting the GOCART aerosol transport model.
Introduction
Knowledge of the global distribution of tropospheric aerosols is important for studying the effects of aerosols on global climate. Satellite remote sensing is the most promising way to collect information about global aerosol distributions (King et al., 1999; Kaufman et al., 2002) . However, in spite of recent advances in space technology, the satellite data do not yet provide the required accuracy nor the level of detail needed to assess aerosol property time and space variability. Tropospheric aerosols may display strong local variations, and any single satellite instrument needs at least several days of observations to obtain sufficient cloud-free images for global coverage. Also, most satellite aerosol data records are limited to daytime, clear-sky conditions. Comprehensive, global atmospheric aerosol simulations having adequate time and space resolution can be obtained using global models that rely on estimated emissions and account for aerosol transport and removal processes.
At present, there are a number of well-established Global Circulation Models (GCMs) that generate their own meteorology (e.g. models by Roechner et al., 1996; Tegen et al., Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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O. Dubovik et al.: Retrieving global aerosol sources from satellites 1997, 2000; Koch et al., 1999; Koch, 2001; Ghan et al., 2001a, b; Reddy and Boucher, 2004) and Chemical Transport Models (CTMs) that incorporate meteorological data from external sources into the model physics (e.g. models by Balkanski et al., 1993; Chin et al., 2000 Chin et al., , 2002 Ginoux et al., 2001; Takamura et al., 2000 Takamura et al., , 2002 . However, the accuracy of global aerosol models is limited by uncertainties in aerosol emission source characteristics, knowledge of atmospheric processes, and the meteorological field data used. As a result, even the most recent models are mainly expected to capture only the principal global features of aerosol transport; among different models, quantitative estimates of average regional aerosol properties often disagree by amounts exceeding the uncertainty of remote sensing aerosol observations (e.g. Kinne et al., 2003 Kinne et al., , 2006 Sato et al., 2003) . Therefore, there are diverse, continuing efforts to harmonize and improve global aerosol modeling by refining the meteorology, atmospheric process representations, emissions, and other modeling components used.
The availability of aerosol remote sensing products, especially global aerosol fields provided by satellite observations, is of critical importance for verifying and constraining aerosol models. For example, the direct comparisons of model outputs with observed aerosol properties are used for evaluating model accuracy and for identifying possible modeling problems (e.g. Takamura et al., 2000; Chin et al., 2002 Chin et al., , 2004 Kinne et al., 2003 Kinne et al., , 2006 . The observations can also be used to optimize the agreement between tracer transport model predictions and observation. For example, model predictions can be adjusted and enhanced by assimilating observations into the model. Collins et al. (2000 Collins et al. ( , 2001 improved regional aerosol model predictions by assimilating the available satellite retrievals of aerosol optical thickness. Weaver et al. (2006) suggested a procedure for assimilating satellite-level radiances into a radiative transfer model driven by GOCART global transport model aerosol field predictions. Another way of improving global aerosol modeling is retrieving (or adjusting) aerosol emissions from available observations by inverting a global model. This approach is particularly promising because aerosol emission uncertainty is widely recognized as a major factor limiting global aerosol model accuracy. It has been shown that inversion techniques are rather effective at improving the accuracy of trace gas chemical models (e.g. Kaminski et al., 1999b; Khattatov et al., 2000; Kasibhatla et al., 2000; Elbern et al., 1997; Para et al., 2003) .
However, implementing the same techniques for inverting aerosol models appears to be more challenging. Indeed, a description of the aerosol field generally requires a larger number of parameters compared to a description of atmospheric gases, partly because of relatively high aerosol temporal and spatial variability (see discussion in Sect. 2.5). In addition, direct implementation of basic inversion methods (that use the Jacobi matrices of first derivatives) is computationally demanding and, therefore, hardly applicable in aerosol global modeling. In these regards, designing an inversion in a vartiational formalism framework, using adjoint operators, is rather promising. The adjoint operators (Marchuk, 1977 (Marchuk, , 1986 Cacuci, 1981; Tarantolla, 1987) allow direct calculation of the gradients of the quadratic form in respect to model input parameters, without explicit use of Jacobi matrices. Such calculations have computational requirements similar to those of forward modeling. Correspondingly, using adjoint operators allows efficient implementation of the model inversion by minimizing quadratic form (quantifying mismatch between observations and modeling results) with the gradient methods, provided the methods converge rapidly enough.
Adjoint techniques are widely used in meteorology and oceanography for variational data assimilation (Le Dimet and Talagrand, 1986; Talagrand and Courtier, 1987; Courtier and Talagrand, 1987; Navon, 1997, etc.) , and have been successfully applied to inverse modeling analyses involving atmospheric gases (Kaminski et al., 1999a; Elbern et al., 2000; Menut et al., 2000; Vukicevic and Hess, 2000; Vautard et al., 2000; Elbern and Schmidt, 2001; Schmidt and Martin, 2003; Menut, 2003; Elbern et al., 2007) . Hakami et al. (2005) used an adjoint approach to retrieve regional sources of black carbon from aircraft, shipboard, and surface black carbon measurements collected during the ACE-Asia field campaign.
Our paper explores the possibility of deriving the global distribution and strength of aerosol emission sources from satellite observations, using the adjoint operator formulation to invert an aerosol transport model. Figure 1 illustrates the general retrieval concept. In addition, we analyze possible parallels and analogies between inverse modeling and retrieval approaches widely used in atmospheric remote sensing. Such analyses may be useful sources of efficient methods developed in remote sensing, that could be adapted to inverse modeling. For example, numerous remote sensing applications use the Phillips-Tikhonov-Twomey inversion technique developed in the early sixties by Phillips (1962) , Tikhonov (1963) and Twomey (1963) . The technique suggests constraining ill-posed problems using a priori limitations on the derivatives of the retrieved function. Here, we discuss the possibility of constraining temporal and/or spatial aerosol variability by applying a priori limitations on aerosol mass derivatives with respect to time and space coordinates. Also, we formulate the inversion problem using a multi-term least squares approach, convenient for including multiple a priori constraints in the retrieval (Dubovik, 2004) .
We applied our approach to retrieving global aerosol sources by inverting the Goddard Chemistry Aerosol Radiation and Transport (GOCART) model. Algorithm performance is illustrated by numerical tests, as well as by deriving global aerosol emissions, applying the algorithm to actual MODIS aerosol observations. The algorithms potential and limitations are also discussed more generally. 
The methodology of inverse modeling
The spatial and temporal behavior of atmospheric constituents is simulated in chemistry models by solving the continuity equation (Brasseur et al., 1999; Jacob, 1999) :
where v is the transport velocity vector, m is mass and suffixes "diff" and "conv" denote turbulent diffusivity and convection, respectively. S and R denote source and loss terms, respectively. The characteristics m, v, S and R in Eq.
(1) are explicit functions of time t and spatial coordinates x=(x, y, z). The continuity equation does not yield a general analytical solution and is usually solved numerically using discrete analogues. Each component process in the numerical equivalent of Eq. (1) is isolated and treated sequentially at each time step t (e.g. Jacob, 1999) :
where s(t, x) -mass emission, T (t, x) is transport operator, that can be approximated as:
T (t, x) = T q T q−1 ...T 3 T 2 T 1 ,
and T i (i=1,. . . ,q) are operators for isolated transport processes such as advection, diffusion, convection and wet scavenging. Thus, the calculation of mass at any given time can be reduced to the numerical integration of known transport and source functions:
T t , x m t , x + s t , x dt .
If the transport operator T (t, x) is linear, Eq. (4) can be equivalently written in terms of the matrix equation. For example, Fig. 2 illustrates one of many possible approaches to representing the global mass distribution by a vector M . Using the same approach for representing the global emission distribution by a vector S, the matrix equivalent of Eq. (4) can be written as (see explicit derivation in Appendix B):
where M 0 is a vector of mass values at all locations at time t 0 ; M and S are the corresponding vectors of mass and emission values at all locations and considered times t 0 , t 1 ,. . . , t n−1 ,t n (i.e. these vectors represent the 4-dimensional (4D) aerosol mass and emission variability); T is the coefficient matrix defining the mass transport to each location x and time step t k from all locations x and previous time steps t i<n . T 0 is the coefficient matrix defining the transport of mass to each location x and time step t k from mass present at all locations x and at time step t 0 . Figure 3 illustrates the relation between integral Eq. (4) and the representation of aerosol transport modeling in vector-matrix form by Eq. (5). Thus, the source vector can be retrieved by solving the matrix equation if the mass measurements M meas =M+ M are available. Using Eq. (5), the inversion of aerosol transport can be implemented numerically as the solution of a system of algebraic equations. However, vectors M, S and matrix T can have extremely large dimensions (see discussion in Sect. 2.5), and direct implementation of some matrix operations can be difficult. Therefore, inverting the transport equation is commonly formulated in a calculus of variations framework, a field of mathematics that deals with functions of functions. In this formalism, emission estimation is achived using 4D-variational (4D-var) data assimilation techniques (e.g. Le Dimet and Talagrand, 1986; Talagrand and Courtier, 1987; Courtier and Talagrand, 1987; Elbern et al., 212 O. Dubovik et al.: Retrieving global aerosol sources from satellites 2000; Vukicevic and Hess, 2000; Elbern and Schmidt, 2001; Schmidt and Martin, 2003; Menut, 2003; etc.) . Nevertheless, here we invert the transport equation using the matrix formulation given by Eq. (5), to retain full analogy with remote sensing inversion approaches. We hope this analogy will highlight the parallels between these two research areas, and will make it easier to identify positive developments in remote sensing that can be applied to inverse modeling algorithms. Thus, below we discuss the inversion of the transport equation as a formal linear system inversion problem, shown in Eq. (5).
Statistical optimization of the linear inversion
If the statistical behavior of the errors M is known, one can use this knowledge to optimize the solution of Eq. (5). In that way, the solutionŜ should not only closely reproduce observations M meas , but in addition, the remaining deviationsˆ M =M meas −M(Ŝ) should have a distribution close to the expected error properties described by the Probability Density Distribution (PDF) of errors P( M ). According to the well-known Method of Maximum Likelihood (MML), the optimum solutionŜ corresponds to a maximum of the PDF as follows (e.g. Edie et al., 1971) :
Where the PDF P(M(S)|M meas ), written as a function of retrieval parameters S for a given set of available observations M meas , is known as a Likelihood Function. The MML is a fundamental principle of statistical estimation that provides a statistically optimum solution in many senses. For example, the asymptotic error distribution (infinite number of M realizations) of MML estimates has the smallest possible variance. Most statistical properties of the MML solution remain optimal for a limited number of observations (e.g. see Edie et al., 1971 ). The normal (or Gaussian) distribution is widely considered as the best model for describing actual error distribution (Tarantola, 1987; Edie et al., 1971; etc.) :
Figure 3 and m is the dimension of the vectors M(S) and M meas .
The maximum of the PDF exponential term in Eq. (7) corresponds to the minimum of the quadratic form in the exponent. Therefore, the MML solution is a vectorŜ corresponding to the minimum of the following quadratic form:
Thus, with the assumption of normal noise, the MML principle requires searching for a minimum in the product of the squared terms of (M meas − M(S)) in Eq. (7). This is the basis for the widely known Least Square Method (LSM).
For linear M(S) (as in Eq. 5), the LSM solution can be written as (e.g. Rao 1965 ):
Here, M * is the vector of mass measurements corrected for the backdround aerosol M 0 present in the atmosphere at t 0 (i.e. prior observations): M * =M meas -TM 0 .
Inversion constrained by a priori estimates of unknowns
If the problem is ill-posed and Eq. (5) does not have a unique solution, then some a priori constraints need to be applied.
The expected distribution of sources is commonly used as an a priori constraint in inverse modeling. In that case the inversion can be considered as a joint solution of Eq. (5) and constraining a priori the system:
where S*=S+ S is the vector of a priori estimates of the sources and S is vector of the errors that usually considered statistically independent of M and normally distributed with zero mean and covariance matrix C S . To solve Eq. (10), MML should be applied to the joint PDF of the measurements and a priori estimates:
i.e.
where M=M(S)−M * and S=S−S * . Accordingly, the MML solution of joint Eq. (11) corresponds to a minimum of the following quadratic form:
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/8/209/2008/Thus, unlike with Eq. (8), including a priori constraints requires simultaneously minimizing both the measurement term 2 m and the a priori 2 S term. Defining the solution as a minimization of the above two-terms quadratic form is probably the most popular approach for implementing constrained inversions, particularly in geophysical inverse modeling applications. Indeed, the formulations of Eqs. (11) and (12) are practically equivalent to the basic formulations used in the Bayesian approach (e.g. Tarantolla 1997) widely used in inverse modeling (e.g. Rodenbeck et al., 2003; Michalak et al., 2004) . In the Bayesian approach, the PDF of the measurements and a priori estimates P (S|S * ) is defined as the prior PDF of the state S, and P (M(S)|M meas , S * ) is defined as the posterior PDF of the state S. Therefore, the Bayesian definition directly assumes a priori properties of the unknown vector S. In a contrast, Eq.(10) treats the a priori estimates S * as simply a kind of "measurements" of unknowns S. Technically, this is equivalent to the Bayesian approach, but it allows more flexibility in formulating a constrained inversion: for example, it can easily be extended to use simultaneously multiple constraints in the inversion (see discussion in Sect. 2.4). The solution minimizing Eq. (12) can be found using the following equations:
The covariance matrix of estimatesŜ can also be obtained using two formally equivalent formulations:
or
Most efforts in deriving emission sources, and generally in assimilating geophysical parameters, rely on these basic equations (e.g. Hartley and Prinn, 1993; Elbern et al., 1997; Dee and Da Silva, 1998; Khattatov et al., 2000; Kasibhatla et al., 2000; Para et al., 2003) . Equations (13a) and (13b), as well as (14a) and (14b), are considered to be generally equivalent (e.g. see Tarantola, 1987) . One of the important differences is that the matrix (T T C −1 m T+C −1 S ) inverted in Eqs. (13a) and (14a) has dimension N S (the number of retrieved parameters) whereas (C m +TC S T T ) inverted in Eqs. (13b) and (14b) has the dimension N m (the number of measurements). In these regards, the pairs of Eqs. (13) and (14) are fully equivalent when N m =N S . Equations (13a) and (14a) are preferable for inverting redundant measurements (N m >N S ), whereas Eqs. (13b) and (14b) are preferable for inverting underdetermined measurement sets (N m <N S ). Indeed, Eq. (13a) directly relates to LSM Eq. (9), where the estimateŜ is mostly determined by the measurement term T T C −1 m M * and the generally minor a priori term is mainly expected to provide uniqueness and stability to the solution. In contrast, in Eq. (13b) the solutionŜ is expressed in the form of an a priori estimate S* corrected or "filtered" by measurements, which is the situation when the number measurements N m is small (N m <N S ), and cannot fully determine the set of unknowns a, but can improve the assumed a priori values S*. Also, it should be noted that the problem of source retrieval as formulated by Eq. (5) assumes the simultaneous retrieval of the entire vector S, which includes global emission sources for the entire time period considered. However, the problem of emissions retrieval (e.g. Hartley and Prinn, 1993) and data assimilation in general (Dee and Da Silva, 1998; Khattatov et al., 2000) is often formulated as a time-sequential correction to a known parameter field based on observations, whereas the optimal estimation Eq. (13b) is used to optimize the forecast of S(t i ), i.e. emission at time t i , based on known values of emission at previous time t i−1 :
and the covariance matrix C s t is the following:
where the index "t" indicates that the vectors are associated with time step t. Correspondingly, Eqs. (15) does not solve Eq. (5) directly, rather, it searches for a solution by solving the following sequence of the equations, formulated for a single time step:
where M * t+1 =M meas t+1 -T t M t is the vector of mass measured at time step t+1, corrected for the effect of aerosol mass M t present in the atmospheres at the previous time step t; S t is the vector of emission sources at time step t, T t is the matrix describing the aerosol mass transport from time step t to time step t+1. The vectors S t and M t relate to vectors S and Mused in Eq. (5) as follows:
The relationship between matrixces T t and T can be seen from Eq. (B5) in the Appendix. Correspondingly, instead of the joint system given by Eq. (10), Eqs. (15) solves the following joint system:
where the second line describes an a priori assumption of continuity between emissions at time steps t and t−1. (Note that in Eq. (10) the a priori estimates S* do not directly assume such continuity). The solution given by Eqs. (15) corresponds to a minimum of the following quadratic form:
where M t+1 =T t S t −M * t+1 and S t =S t −S t−1 . This sequential correction (filtering) given by Eqs. (15) are widely known as a "Kalman filter", named after the author (Kalman, 1960) who originated the technique for engineering purposes.
Constrained inversion techniques are also widely used in remote sensing for retrieving vertical profiles of atmospheric properties (pressure, temperature, gaseous concentrations, etc.), where Eqs. (13) (14) are associated with studies by Strand and Westwater (1968) and Rodgers (1976) . It should be noted that in remote sensing, Eq. (13b) is not related to a sequential time retrieval (as considered by Kalman (1960) ), but instead it is formulated for retrieving the entire vector S of unknowns as given by Eq. (17) (Rodgers, 1976) . The important difference between Eqs. (13b), (14b) and the Kalman filter Eq. (15) is that the solution S t of Eq. (15) is influenced only by the observations performed at one time step t+1, whereas in Eqs. (13b), (14b) (as well as in Eqs. 13a, 14a), the componentŜ t of the entire solutionŜ can be influenced by observations of aerosol ontained at later time steps.
2.3 Inversion constrained by a priori smoothness constraints (limiting derivatives of the solution)
Equations (13-14) illustrate only the group of methods for performing constrained inversions, where the constraints explicitly contain the a priori estimates S * of unknowns. Another group of popular constrained inversion methods does not restrict the magnitudes of the solutionŜ; instead these methods use smoothness constraints that limit only the differences between elementsŜ j of the solution vectorŜ. If the vector S is discrete analog of a continuous function, then the smoothness constraints can be considered as a priori limitations on the function S(t, x, y, z), so the smoothness constraints can be considered a priori limitations on the derivatives of the function S(t, x, y, z) with respect to time or spatial coordinates. The potential advantage of smoothness constraints is the fact that, in principle, using smoothness constraints imposes weaker limitations on the solution than using a priori constraints (since knowledge of function derivatives is less constraining than knowledge of function itself). Numerous atmospheric remote sensing retrievals using smoothness constraints are based on the constrained inversion approach originated by Phillips (1962) , Tikhonov (1963) and Twomey (1963) . If one formally applies the Phillips-Tikhonov-Twomey approach for solving Eq. (5), the solution would be the following:
where γ is the Lagrange parameter and is the so-called smoothness matrix of n-th differences. For example, for the second differences, the matrix is the following: 
The solution of Eq. (20) corresponds to a minimum of the following quadratic form:
In contrast with Eqs. (13-14) , the original Phillips-TikhonovTwomey technique was not based on direct assumptions about the error statistics. Nevertheless, this formula can be generalized within the statistical formalism by using normal noise assumptions (e.g. see Dubovik, 2004 
where x i are equidistant points (x i+1 =x i + x), then the a priori term in the minimized quadratic form (Eq. 22) would represent the norm of n-th derivatives (see Twomey, 1977; Dubovik, 2004 ):
where D n is the matrix of n-th differences:
For example, matrix D 2 of second differences is the following: 
The corresponding smoothness matrix 2 =D T 2 D 2 is given by Eq. (21).
O. Dubovik et al.: Retrieving global aerosol sources from satellites Thus, in many remote sensing applications where parameter functions S(x i ) are retrieved, using smoothness constraints as shown in Eq. (20) is fruitful and popular. For example, such constraints are widely used in aerosol size distribution retrievals, for eliminating unrealistically strong oscilations in the dependence of aerosol particle concentration on particle size (e.g. Twomey, 1977; King et al., 1978; Nakajima et al., 1996; Dubovik and King, 2000, etc.) . Using a priori estimates as solution constraints in those applications tends to over-constrain the retrievals.
Using a priori limitations on the derivatives (shown above) does not seem to be as popular for geophysical parameter data assimilation and inversion of tracer modeling. Such constraints are certainly included in general formalations of assimilation techniques (e.g. Navon, 1997) , and they have been utilized for oceanographic data assimilations (e.g. Thacker, 1988; Thacker and Long, 1988; Yaremchul et al., 2001 Yaremchul et al., , 2002 . Nonetheless, inverse modeling techniques commonly favor Bayesian formulations that constrain the solution with a priori estimates of terms, as shown in Eq. (13) (e.g. see the review by Lahoz et al., 2007) . Constraints on time and space variability are often included in Bayesian formulations, by using in Eqs.(13) the covariance matrix C S of a priori estimates having non-zero non-diagonal elements (e.g. Rodenbeck et al., 2003; Michalak et al., 2004; Houweling et al., 2004) .
One of the many possible reasons for the unpopularity of a priori limitations on the derivatives in inverse modeling is probably the fact that tracer modeling deals with 4D characteristics. For example, the unknown vector S in Eq. (5) represents global aerosol sources. Correspondingly, instead of one parametric function shown by Eq. (23), we should consider vector S as the discrete equivalent of the 4D function:
i.e. vector S has a total of N t ×N x ×N y ×N z elements, where N t ,N x ,N y and N z are the total numbers of discrete points for coordinates t, x, y and z, respectively. Obviously, the variability of emissions S(t, x, y, z) with time t, vertically with z and horizontally with y and x does not have to be the same. This is why, using a single smoothness term in Eq. (22) with a single smoothness matrix (as the one given in Eq. 21) is not appropriate for constraining the retrieval of four-dimensional characteristic S (t, x, y, z) . At the same time, some temporal and spatial horizontal and vertical continuity of aerosol emission can naturally be expected (the same is applicable for most of geophysical parameters). Therefore, applying smoothness constraints on the variability of S(t, x, y, z) with each coordinate instead of using a single variability constraint can be useful. However, that would require using several constraints simultaneously. A possible approach for using multiple constraints is discussed by Dubovik and King (2000) and Dubovik (2004) .
2.4 Constrained inversion within multi-term LSM Dubovik and King (2000) and Dubovik (2004) 
where f * k are vectors of measurements, f k are vectors of measurement errors, and f k (a) are forward models that allow adequate simulations of f k from predetermined parameters a. Index k denotes different data sets. The separations of data sets assume that the data from the same data set have similar error structure, independent of errors in the data from other sets. Assuming that f k is normally distributed with covariance matrices C k , the MML optimum solution of Eq. (28) corresponds to the minimum of the following quadratic form:
where
This condition does not prescribe the value of the minimum and, therefore, it can be formulated via weighting matrices:
where weighting matrices W k defined as:
Here ε 2 k is the first diagonal element of C k , i.e. ε 2 k ={C k } 11 . Using the weighting matrices W k is, in principle, equivalent to using covariance matrices C k , although sometimes it is more convenient because it explicitly shows that the minimization depends only on the relative contribution of each term k to the total . The Lagrange parameters γ k weight the contribution of each source relative to the contribution of first data source (obviously, γ 1 =1). The minimum of the multi-term quadratic form given by Eq. (29) can be found by the multi-term equivalent of Eq. (9):
The corresponding covariance matrix can be estimated from the following:
whereε 2 is estimated from the minimum of as: ε 2 = /(N f -N a ), N f is the total number of elements {f k } j (in all sets f k ), N a is the total number of unknown parameters a i .
Using the above multi-term equations, one can formulate an inversion with smoothness constraints on the variability of S(t, x, y, z), separately for each coordinate. Specifically, such multiple smoothness constraints represent a solution of the following joint system:
where n (...) denotes the n-th difference (see Eq. 25) of aerosol sources with respect to time, or to coordinates x, y or z. For example, for the time coordinate t, second differences (Eq. 25) can be written as:
where the index g can be calculated (see Fig. 2 ), for example, as follows
The second line in Eq. (33) states that differences n (t i ) are equal to zero with errors t i . Accordingly, for n=2 the vectors 0 * t , 2 (t) and t consist of (N t -2)×N x ×N y ×N z zeros, 2 t (t i , x j , y k , z m ) and t i , respectively. The 3rd, 4th and 5th lines in Eq. (33) are defined in the same way for coordinates x, y and z respectively. Assuming that t , x , y and z are normally distributed with zero means and diagonal covariance matrices C t =ε 2 t I t , C x =ε 2 x I x , C y =ε 2 y I y and C z =ε 2 z I z , the multi-term LSM solution of Eq. (33) can be written as follows:
and ε 2 m ={C m } 11 , ε 2 t ={C t } 11 , ε 2 x ={C x } 11 , ε 2 y ={C y } 11 and ε 2 z ={C z } 11 . The matrices are determined via corresponding matrices of n-th differences =D T n D n . Equation (35) yields the minimum of the following quadratic form:
Each of the smoothness terms in this equation can be considered as a discrete equivalent of the norm of the n-th partial derivative. For example, for the second term, which corresponds to the time coordinate t, one can write:
where the matrix D (n,t) is the matrix of differences corresponding to n-th partial derivative with respect to time. For example, D (2,t) S would produce a vector with elements equal to the second differences, as shown in Eq. (34). Thus, it was shown above that using the multi-term LSM approach, one can apply multiple smoothness constraints in the retrieval of emission sources. Therefore, it is possible to utilize knowledge about typical time, horizontal and vertical variability of the emissions as a priori constraints on the retrieval. As shown in Eqs. (33-37), such smoothness constraints are included as restrictions on the n-th partial derivatives of S(t, x, y, z) assuming zero values for the corresponding differences in Eq. (33), and that values of the Lagrange parameters determine the variations from zero. The order of the differences assumed relates to the character of expected variability; for example for a one-parameter function S(t), there are following relationships:
Note that the constraints employed in Kalman filter Eq. (15) are equivalent to restricting the first differences (see Eq. 18), i.e. assuming a priori linear continuity of the source variability. In a contrast, Eqs. (35-36) with multiple constraints allow using higher order constraints on time variability, and can constrain not only time, but also the space and vertical variability of the emissions.
Inversion using adjoint equations
Methods analogous to Eq. (13) are used for retrieving CO 2 sources from surface-based and satellite observations (e.g. see Enting et al., 1995; Patra et al., 2003) . However, direct implementation of Eqs. (9, 13) for retrieving aerosol emission sources is not feasible, due to the very large dimensions of matrix T and vectors S and M. For example, CO 2 emission sources can be assumed constant for monthly or yearly periods over large geographic areas (e.g., Patra et al., 2003, used 22 and 53 global regions) . The temporal and spatial variability of tropospheric aerosols and their sources are much higher. For aerosols, the GOCART model (see below)
Figure 4 has 2 • ×2.5 • horizontal resolution (144 longitudes, 91 latitudes) and 30 vertical layers, with the possibility of having variable sources in each layer. As a result, inverting a few weeks of observations using Eqs. (9) or (13) requires dealing with the vector S having dimension N S far exceeding 200 000, even under the conservative assumption that sources are near surface and constant during 24 hours. Performing the vector and matrix operations of Eqs. (9, 13) directly on terms of such high dimensionality is problematic. One way to avoid dealing with such large vectors and matrices is to perform the inversion using time sequential retrievals, as is given by Kalman filter formulation of Eq. (15), where the retrieval uses generally smaller matrices and vectors containing parameter values at only a single time step t i . However, in Kalman filter procedure given in Eq. (15), the retrieval relies only on observations at a single time step, and on assuming linear continuity of the emission strength. However, the emitted aerosol is transported over a period of time, and therefore, observations during that entire period (a week) can be useful for the retrieval. In these regards, using Eqs. (10-13) seem preferable to , and can be implemented with computational requirements close to those of forward modeling. To achieve this, the inversion routine must adopt the strategy used for global model forward simulations. As shown by Eq. (5), transport modeling can be formulated as a matrix operator; however, in practice, transport models are implemented with numerical time integration (Eq. 4), by sequentially computing chemical transports during each time step t (Eq. 2), and with separate treatment of isolated processes (Eq. 3). Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between the matrix formulation of aerosol transport Eq. (2), and direct time integration. A similar approach can be employed in inverse modeling, by developing so-called "adjoint" transport operators as formulated in a variational assimilation framework (e.g. Le Dimet and Talagrand, 1986; Talagrand and Courtier, 1987; Elbern et al., 1997; Menut et al., 2000; Elbern et al., 2007) . The analogies between the variational and matrix formulations are rather apparent. (In order to assist the reader in understanding the considerations discussed below, Figs. 4-5 provide diagrams outlining matrix formulations and their continuous analogs). Indeed, any inversion can be implemented by iterations without the explicit use of matrix inversion. For example, a solution equivalent to the one of Eq. (9) can be obtained by the steepest descent iterative method:
Figure 5 
denotes the gradient of m (S) and t p is a non-negative coefficient. This method uses the fact that the gradient ∇ m (S) points in the direction of maximal local changes of m (S), and this direction (t p ∇ m (S p ), generally t p <1) can always be used to correct S p , so it moves toward the solution S that minimizes m (S), i.e m (S p+1 )< m (S p ). Equations (39-40) do not require inversions of high dimension matrices (inverting a diagonal covariance matrix is trivial). The gradient ∇ m (S) can be simulated using a time integration scheme similar to the one employed for forward modeling so the matrix solution of the steepest descent method Eqs. (39-40) can be replaced by an analogous continuous operation. Namely, the elements of the gradient vector ∇ m (S) can be simulated in a manner similar to Eqs. (2-4) and the inversion can be implemented using a continuous analog of the gradient vector ∇ m (S) (see also . A continues equivalent of Eq. (40) can be written as follows (the detailed derivations is given in Appendix B):
and T # (t, x) is the adjoint of the transport operator T (t, x), that is composed of adjoints T # i (t, x) of the component processes T i (t, x):
The vectors ŝ p (t, x) and σ −2 (t, x) m p (t, x) denote functional equivalents of vectors Ŝ p and C −1 m M p respectively. For example, if one intends to use the continuous function ŝ p (t, x) in numerical calculations, it can be represented by a vector Ŝ p with the following elements:
where the index l is determined in the same way as in Eq. (34b). Similarly, if the observational errors are uncorrelated, i.e. the covariance matrix of the measurements C m is diagonal, with the diagonal elements equal to σ 2 t i , x j , y k , z m , the elements of vector C −1 m σ −2 (t, x) m p (t, x) in straightforward way:
If observational errors do not have time correlations but do have spatial correlations, C m has an array structure that can be included in the algorithm (see Eqs. (B12-B15) in Appendix B), provided one can formulate a weighting function C −1 (t, x, x ) from the covariance function C(t, x, x ), to perform a role analogous to the one of matrix C −1 m in the discrete representation. Including the spatial correlations during each time moment is feasible because the model is integrated by time steps, and each step can be treated rather independently. However, accounting for observational errors that are correlated in time is not feasible without changing the structure of Eq. (41).
It is important to note that Eq. (41) is convenient for practical implementation of the inversion. Indeed, as outlined in Fig. 4 (compare with Fig. 3 ), Eq. (41) is related to Eq. (4), with the difference that it uses m p (t, x) in place of s (t, x), and ŝ p (t, x) in place of m (t, x), and it performs the backward time integration of the adjoint operator T # (t, x) . If T (t, x) is functionally equivalent to the matrix operator T, then the adjoint operator T # (t, x) is an equivalent to the transposed matrix T T (Appendix A). Therefore, the main reason for developing the adjoint operator T # from T can be illustrated by considering matrix transposition. For example, since the transport operator integration can be approximated using the split operator approach (e.g. see Jacob, 1999) , where matrices corresponding to different atmospheric processes are multiplied at each time step (e.g. see Eq. 3). The following matrix identity is helpful:
This reversing of the order of operations by transposition produces an overturned sequence of component process applications within each time step Eq. (41c), and reverses the order of integration in Eq. (41a), i.e. in backward time integration Eq. (41a). Also, the transposition of matrix T i changes rows and columns, so if T is non-square, the input of (T i ) T should have the dimensions of T i output, and vice versa. Thus, the adjoint model (Eq. 41) can be developed on the basis of the original model (Eq. 4) by reversing the order of operations and switching the inputs and outputs of the routines (e.g. Elbern et al., 1997; Menut et al., 2000) . Thus, using the adjoint of the transport model allows us to implement the LSM inversion (Eq. 9) without using explicit matrix inversions, and therefore demands only moderate computational efforts. As is shown in Fig. 5 each iteration in Eq. (41) requires one forward integration of the transport model (Eq. 41b) followed by one backward integration of the adjoint transport model (Eq. 41a).
The need to perform a number of iterations in Eq. (41) is a potential drawback of implementing inversions via adjoint modeling. Indeed, the steepest descent method of Eqs. (39-40), in general, converge to the exact solution after a very large number of iterations. The even faster method of conjugated gradients may require up to N S iterations (Press et al., 1992) . Nevertheless, a rather limited number of simple iterations appears to be sufficient for global inverse modeling of high dimensionality. For instance, the iterations of Eqs. (39-40) converge from an arbitrary initial guess to the solution rapidly if the following sequence tends toward the zero matrix (Dubovik, 2004) :
where I is unity matrix. It is clear that rapid convergence of Eqs. (39-40) can be achieved only if T T T is predominantly diagonal (C m is often diagonal and does not cause problems). Fortunately, in transport modeling, the diagonal elements of T T T dominate, because local aerosol emission typically influence only nearby locations (i.e. matrix T is rather sparse and has a large number of zeros, see Eq. (B5) in Appendix B).
It should be noted that Eqs. (41) expressing the inversion via adjoint operators, are generally analogous to techniques used in variational assimilation (e.g. Le Dimet and Talagrand, 1986; Talagrand and Courtier, 1987; Menut et al., 2000; Vukicevic et al., 2001) . Nevertheless, the statistical estimation approach employed in our study makes it possible to establish direct relationships between Eqs. (41) and conventional LSM minimization which therefore improves flexibility in implementing the inversion. For example, using error covariances directly makes it possible to account for different levels of accuracy in the inverted observations. Moreover, formulating the inversion using a statistical approach is convenient for including several a priori constraints in the same retrieval, for example, by following multi-term LSM strategy discussed in Sect. 2.4.
Including a priori constraints in inversion, using adjoint equations
Equations (41) can be easily adopted for constrained inversion. Figures 6-7 illustrate the considerations discussed in this Section. For example, the inversion constraining the solutionŜ with its a priori estimates S * , shown as a matrix inversion in Eq. (13), can be implemented iteratively, e.g. using steepest descent iterations:
Here we used weighting matrices W ... instead of covariance matrices C ... in order to align these equations with the LSM multi-term formulations given by Eqs. (28-32). If we assume for simplicity that all measurements are statistically independent and have the same accuracy ε m (i.e. C m =I ε 2 m →W m =I), and that all a priori estimates are statistically independent and have the same accuracy ε s (C S =I ε 2 S →W S =I), then we can write the continuous analog to Eq. (45b) as follows:
where γ S =ε 2 m /ε 2 S . The iterative analog to Eq. (35), constraining the solution by limiting the time and spatial derivatives ofŜ (t, x), can be written as follows:
The function ŝ p (t, x), corresponding to vector Ŝ p can be formulated as follows:
where x =(x j , y k , z m ), D n denotes n-th derivative operator and D # n denotes the adjoint to the n-th derivative operator. For the adjoint operator D # n , one can write the following:
Figure 7 This identity can be obtained from the transposition of the matrices D n . For example, for D 1 T we have the following:
Here one can see that with exception of the first and last lines of D 1 T , each row corresponds to first differences. Similarly, it is easy to demonstrate that the lines of the matrices D n T (n > 1) corespond to n-th differences, with exception of first and last n lines. If both the number of lines and columns in D n T are much larger than n, this difference between D n and D n T can be neglected, e.g. in the continuous case when q−>0. For example, when the norm of the second derivatives of s(t, x) over time is constrained, the following relationship can written for the p-th element of the gradient
where the index g can be calculated according Eq. (34) and 2<i<N t -2 (see Eq. 21). Equations analogous to Eq. (49) can be written for terms corresponding to the spatial coordinates x, y and z. It should be noted that in practice, the calculation of the first "transport term" and the second "a priori term" in Eq. (47) can be performed rather independently as shown in Fig. 6 . For example, in Section 3 (where Eq. (47) is implemented) the "transport term" is integrated with the time step of the GOCART model (20 min), whereas the "a priori term" is calculated as shown in Eq. (49) with time step t=t i+1 −t i equal to 24 h. These formulations can also adopt the same a priori constraints as those used in the Kalman filter, i.e. when only the continuity of sources is constrained a priori by assuming S * t =S t−1 + S (see Eqs. 15 and 18) . In this situation, one can assume that the first derivative of s(t, x) over time is close to zero, i.e. ∂s(t, x)/∂t≈0. Similarly, Eq. (47) should be used with only one a priori term, corresponding to the norm of the first derivatives ∂s(t, x)/∂t i.e. q=t and n=1. This way Eq. (47) relies on the same a priori constraints as those used in the Kalman filter Eq. (47), and observations m(t, x) during the entire time period t>t i can contribute to the solution S(t i , x), whereas Eq. (15) relies only on observations m(t i , x) at time t i . Also, it should be noted that for clarity Eqs. (45c) and (47) were written for the case of the simplest measurements covariance matrices and a priori data errors C ... =ε 2 ... I ... . However, the generalization of these equations to cases when the accuracies within each data set are different ({C} ii ={C} jj , i =j ), or the covariance matrices are non-diagonal, is rather straightforward (similar to that shown by Eqs. (41-43).
Inverting models having non-linearities
Previous sections described an approach to inverting a linear transport model (Eq. (5)), provided global aerosol mass M * measurements are available. In practice, the transport model may be non-linear, and the global aerosol data fields may be available only in the form of satellite optical measurements:
where f (. . . ) is generally a non-linear function depending on aerosol mass m(t, x), instrument spectral characteristics λ, observation geometry θ, etc. Therefore, the following nonlinear equation should be solved instead of Eq. (5):
where F and F are vectors of global optical data and their uncertainties. Since, the steepest descent method can be applied to both linear and non-linear problems, Eqs. (41, 45, 47) , that use adjoint operators, can be expanded to solve Eq. (51). For example, for a basic case when only optical measurements F * are inverted with no a priori constraints, the steepest descent solution can be written as:
Matrices K p T p and F p denote Jacobi matrices of the first derivatives df/ds, dm/ds and df/dm calculated in the vicinity of the vector S p :
and
where indices j , j , i and i are indices for the elements f j , m j , m i , S i of the corresponding vectors F T = (f 1 ,f 2 ,. . . ), M T =(m 1 ,m 2 ,. . . ), and S T =(S 1 ,S 2 ,. . . ). The following relationship between the Jacobi matrices of df/ds, dm/ds and the df/dm derivatives was used in Eq. (53):
The function ŝ p (t, x), corresponding to vector Ŝ p , can formulated as follows:
where T # p (t, x) and F # p (t, x) are adjoint operators for the mass transport T (s(t, x)) and the optical model F (m(t, x)), and index p indicates that these adjoint operators are equivalents of transposed Jacobi matrices T T p and F T p . The derivation of F # p (t, x) is quite transparent because optical properties f (m(t, x), . . . ) usually are related only to local aerosols, so in practical implementations of Eq. (54) (that are usually performed in discrete representations), F # p (t, x) can be explicitly replaced by the transposed Jacobi matrix F T p . Equation (54) can be expanded easily to implement a constrainted inversion of f =F (m(t, x), λ, θ, ...) . For example, when the solution is constrained by a priori limits on the temporal and spatial derivatives ofŜ (t, x) (utilized in Eqs. 35 and 48), Eq. (54) can be written as follows:
Using this ŝ p (t, x), (if the same discrete representation is used), the iterative retrieval would amount to minimizing the following quadratic form:
This quadratic form can be generalized by the following functional:
where f (t, x, y, z)=f * − f (t, x, y, z) and f # (t, x, y, z) denotes the adjoint of f (t, x, y, z).
Thus, the above derivations show the high potential of using a statistical estimation approach for implementing aerosol transport inverse modeling. For example, it was demonstrated that by following the multi-term LSM strategy, there is flexibility to apply various types of a priori constraints in inverse modeling. For example, show how constraints on aerosol (or other tracer) emission derivatives with respect to spatial coordinates or time can be included in the adjoint integration of tracer models, that are widely used in variational assimilation for atmospheric tracer source identification (e.g. Le Dimet and Talagrand, 1986; Talagrand and Courtier, 1987) . Using such constraints in inverse modeling may have high potential because, in principle, a priori limitations on the derivatives of emission variability is a weaker and more flexible way of constraining the solution than assuming a priori values of the emission. give the formulation of the approach for inverting satellite observations (e.g. radiances measured by passive satellite observations). This generalization may have the high potential, because using satellite observations directly in inverse modeling and satellite data assimilation has advantages compared to relaying on satellite retrieval products (Weiver et al., 2006) . However, using the steepest descent iteration in Eqs. (55-56) makes the application of Eqs. (55-56) less attractive in practice, because generally, inverting radiative transfer equations by the method of steepest descent requires a large number of iterations (Dubovik and King, 2000) . Therefore, it might be useful to explore the possibility of adopting iterative strategy of the conjugated gradients method (Appendix C), as this method is known to have superior convergence properties than steepest descent.
3 Application of the inverse methodology for aerosol source retrieval from satellite observations -First, we consider the inversion of an aerosol transport model, to derive the "unknown input" (aerosol emissions) to the model from the "known output" (aerosol mass distribution). Our inverse algorithm developments are based on the GOCART aerosol transport model.
-Second, we discuss differences between inverting the model output and satellite data and outline the modifications required for applying the model based inverse algorithm to the satellite observations. We consider inversion of the aerosol observations from MODIS.
-Finally, we illustrate the performance of developed algorithm by numerical tests and then we apply the algorithm to the actual MODIS aerosol data.
Algorithm for inverting the GOCART model
The inversion algorithm (Eqs. 39-41) treats the strength of the aerosol emission at each global location as an unknown.
Therefore, in an ideal situation, when the observations provide enough information to retrieve all the emission parameters, the emissions derived from the observations theoretically could replace the original module prescribing the aerosol emissions in the chemical transport model. Such an ideal situation is likely if reliable observations about all the aerosol characteristics are provided by the transport model output, i.e. if these observations are sensitive to all the time and space (4D) aerosol variations provided by model. As we will discuss in the next Section, the real observations are not sensitive to all the aerosol distribution details that can be modeled, therefore successful inversion of model output does not guarantee the successful inversion of real observations. Nonetheless, inverting the detailed model output can be helpful for verifying the performance of different blocks in the inversion algorithm. As a first step in implementing the inverse algorithm, we developed an algorithm to invert GOCART output, and carried out series of numerical tests to verify algorithm performance under highly constrained conditions (the entire output is prescribed) and in a "no error" environment.
The GOCART -Goddard Chemistry Aerosol Radiation and Transport model is described in papers by Chin et al., (2000 Chin et al., ( , 2002 and Ginoux et al. (2001) . The model uses the assimilated meteorological data from the Goddard Earth Observing System Data Assimilation System (GEOS DAS) and provides four-dimensional aerosol mass distributions in 20 to 30 atmospheric layers, at a horizontal resolution of 2 • latitude by 2.5 • longitude. The model calculates aerosol composition and size distribution, optical thickness and radiative forcing. There are seven modules representing atmospheric processes: emission, chemistry, advection, cloud convection, diffusion (boundary layer turbulent mixing), dry deposition, and wet deposition. The model solves the continuity Eq. (1) using an operator-splitting technique (Eqs. 2-3), with a time step of 15 min for advection, convection and diffusion, and 60 min for the other processes.
GOCART provides 4D distributions of about 16 aerosol particle types/size bins: sulfate, hydrophilic and hydrophobic Organic Carbon (OC), hydrophilic and hydrophobic Black Carbon (BC), four size-differentiated sea salt bins, and up to seven dust size-differentiated bins, depending on the GO-CART model version (Chin et al., 2002 (Chin et al., , 2004 Ginoux et al., 2001) . The model does not include interactions between different aerosol particles, with the exception of transformations between hydrophilic and hydrophobic components of BC and OC. Therefore, GOCART simulates distributions of sulfates, BC, OC, desert dust and sea salt independently. Calculations for different size bins of dust and sea salt are also independent, and the atmospheric processes sensitive to particle size (e.g. sedimentation) are incorporated accordingly. The same concept can be adopted for inverting the model output, i.e. each aerosol component of the output can be inverted independently with an inverse algorithm that uses an adjoint model tuned to the properties of each aerosol component.
The inverse algorithm described by Eqs. (41, 45, 47, 54 and 55) and illustrated by diagrams in Figs. 5 and 6 was implemented for the GOCART model. The adjoint transport operator T * p (t, x) was developed by redesigning GO-CART modules for each atmospheric process. Namely, the adjoint operation for advection was performed with the original GOCART advection algorithm (Lin and Rood, 1996) , using sign-reversed wind fields (Vukicevic et al., 2001) . The equivalence between such physically derived retro-transport and adjoint equations has been proven rigorously by Hourdin and Talagrand (2006) . The adjoints of the local processes were developed by analogy with the corresponding transpose matrix operators. Specifically, cloud convection, diffusion, dry deposition, and wet deposition affect only vertical aerosol motion. All these processes have local character in the sense that for a single time step in the model, they work independently in each horizontally resolved vertical column. Therefore, such processes can be easily modeled via explicit use of matrices of rather small dimension, and the corresponding adjoint operators can be obtained by direct transposition of those matrices. First, we arranged the cloud convection, diffusion, dry deposition, and wet deposition in matrix form, and derived the transpose of those matrices. Then, for achieving faster calculation time, we redesigned the original programs so that their application to a vector provides a product equivalent to the application of the corresponding transpose matrices. Chemical aging transformations of black and organic carbon aerosols require changing only the proportions of different components, and do not induce any vertical or horizontal aerosol motions. Therefore, the adjoints of these chemical processes can be constructed simply by changing the direction of chemical transformation. Once the adjoint model was developed, we implemented several inversions of 4D mass fields simulated by GOCART for different aerosol components. These numerical tests showed that the algorithm retrieves the emissions of all aerosols accurately and no inversion issues that could substantially limit the accuracy of the aerosol source retrievals in such wellconstrained situations were revealed. Particular emphasis was placed on testing inversions of BC, OC and dust, since we expect algorithm applications to be focused on observations of these types of aerosol.
3.2 Application of the algorithm for inverting satellite data Naturally, satellite observations (as well as observations of any other type) do not provide the same aerosol quantities, coverage, and sampling as model simulations (see Fig. 8 ). Accordingly, the inverse algorithm settings, as well as some aspects of inversion concept, needs to be adjusted when inverting observations. Below we discuss in detail the application of inverse modeling for retriving global aerosol emissions from MODIS data, though many of the aspects considered are relevant to inverse modeling with any other satellite data.
MODIS -the MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer aboard both NASA's Terra and Aqua satellites, provides near-global daily observations of Earth over a wide spectral range (0.41 to 15.0 µm). These measurements are used to derive spectral aerosol optical thickness and aerosol size parameters over land and ocean Tanré et al., 1997; Remer et al., 2005) . The primary aerosol products avaiable include aerosol optical thickness at three visible wavelengths over land and seven wavelengths over ocean, aerosol effective radius, and fraction of optical thickness attributed to the fine mode. The present study uses the MODIS aerosol optical thickness product aggregated to 1 • by 1 • spatial resolution. The expected accuracy of MODIS optical thickness is τ =±0.03±0.05τ over ocean Remer et al., 2005) and τ =±0.05±0.15τ over land Remer et al., 2005) .
Main issues for applying inverse modeling to the MODIS data
First, to use MODIS observations as input to the inversion, the adjoint formulation must include the conversion from modeled aerosol mass into measured aerosol optical parameters. Accordingly, the operator F p is rearranged into the adjoint F # p and is used in the inversion according to Eqs. (54-55). Since the aerosol optical thickness operator F p sums the contributions from different layers and aerosol types, its adjoint F # p redistributes the total sum to the individual layers and aerosol types.
Second, the MODIS global τ (0.55) observations reported at 1 • by 1 • need to be rescaled to the 2 • by 2.5 • GOCART horizontal resolution.
Third, as mentioned above, satellite data provide less information than global model output. Specifically, a passive, multi-spectral, polar-orbiting, cross-track scanning, single view remote sensor such as MODIS has the following main limitations Tanré et al., 1996 Tanré et al., , 1997 Remer et al., 2005) .:
-no sensitivity to aerosol vertical distribution;
-global coverage only once in two days, only for cloudfree conditions, and not over bright surfaces such as deserts or in glint regions over water;
-limited capability to identify aerosol type based on coarse/fine mode size discrimination only; no information about particle shape or composition.
Indeed, the top-of-atmosphere radiances are sensitive mainly to the total effective aerosol content in the atmospheric column. But it is worth noting that coarse/fine mode discrimination contains some particle type information, as desert dust and maritime aerosols are dominated by coarse mode particles, whereas biomass burning and urban pollution are dominated by fine mode particles . In summary, the problem of retrieving all the aerosol sources used by GOCART from MODIS observations is illposed (see Fig. 8 ). From a formal viewpoint, the number of observations is significantly smaller than a number of retrieved parameters.
Approaches to constraining aerosol emission retrieval from MODIS data

Constraining inversion by a priori estimates
One way to assure retrieval uniqueness is to use a priori constraints, and search for a solution of equation system Eq. (10) that satisfies both the measurements and the a priori estimates (see illustration on Fig. 8 ). The solution of Eq. (10) is always unique, since formally, the number of measurements N m +N S always exceeds the number of unknowns N S . The solution can be obtained by the matrix inversion of Eq. (13), or by Eqs. (45), that uses the adjoint transport model. (To invert optical measurements, the adjoint transport integration should be implemented, as in Eq. (54)). For example, following the strategy commonly employed in assimilations techniques, one can use the original GOCART emissions as a priori estimates of unknown emissions S * . With this approach, the a priori emission estimate errors are equivalent to uncertainties in the emission modeling. The potential drawback of this approach is that in some cases, a priori emission estimates can over-restrict the freedom of the algorithm to search for the actual solution. For example, if the values of modeled emissions S * in certain locations depart from real emissions S much more than expected (i.e. if the errors of S * are underestimated), then the solution given by Eq. (13) or Eqs. (45) will not provide a solution having the required departure at that location from S * toward S , which will cause a bias in the results. The appropriate choice of corresponding Lagrange multipliers in Eq. (45) (or covariance matrices of a priori estimates in Eq. (13)) is supposed to prevent the appearance of solution biases caused by incorrect a priori information. However, the optimum choice of Lagrange multipliers (or covariance matrices of a priori estimates) is nontrivial, and having some criteria that indicate problems in the assumed S * uncertainties (as well as in all other assumptions) would be highly desirable. The value of the quadratic form 2 obtained by the minimization could be used as such an indicator. Specifically if all assumptions are correct, the values of the form 2 given by Eq. (29) follow a χ 2 distribution with "m−n" degrees of freedom, the mean minimum is (see detailed discussion by Dubovik, 2004) :
where N k = rank(C k ) and N a = rank(Câ). Similarly, for 2 formulated for the joint system Eq. (10) formalized in the same manner as Eq. (29b), one can write:
Here we in addition assumed statistical independence of measurements f * 1 and a priori estimates S * , i.e. N 1 = rank(W 1 ), N 2 = rank(W 2 ) and NŜ = rank(WŜ) Thus, for the retrieval of emissions from MODIS measurements when a priori estimates are used, the following minimum of 2 can be expected:
Here we assumed the simplest covariance matrices for uncertainties in MODIS measurements τ * j and a priori estimates S * : C τ =Iε 2 τ and C S * =Iε 2 S * . Correspondingly, γ 2 S * =ε 2 S * /ε 2 τ . Thus, Eq. (58) relates the value of the derived minimum 2 min with expected error variance ε 2 τ of the measurements τ * j . Any significant difference between the derived 2 min and N τ ε 2 τ indicates inconsistency in some assumptions. Such inconsistencies could include inadequate prescription of the magnitudes and shapes of random error distributions in the measurements and a priori estimates. They also can indicate the existence of systematic inconsistencies (biases) between the model and observations that exceed the random error magnitude.
The estimate of ε 2 τ in Eq. (58) is written as the product of N obs measurement residuals τ * j − τ * j Ŝ 2 and N S * residuals of fitting a priori estimates S * j −Ŝ j 2 . Accordingly, if N obs N S * , then the a priori residuals dominate the value of the minimized form 2 , and the sensitivity of the Eq. (58) criterion to the measurement fitting accuracy becomes weak. Therefore, if we try to retrieve aerosol emissions from MODIS data (average τ fine (550 nm) and τ coarse (550 nm) for each atmospheric column horizontally resolved by the GOCART model) in exactly the same format as is assumed in GOCART model (i.e. 16 aerosol particle types/size with possible sources at different layers and allowing hourly emission variability), N obs exceeds N S by a factor of about a hundred or larger. So the residual value shown by Eq. (58) is dominated by the fitting of a priori estimates, And the retrieval is too dependent on the a priori assumptions. From a practical point of view, it is difficult to ensure appropriate sensitivity of the solutionŜ to the MODIS measurements.
Simplifying the forward model
The goal of our study is to develop a global emission retrieval that is highly sensitive to the satellite observations and minimally dependent on a priori assumptions. It is particularly appealing to explore the performance of an unsupervised retrieval that distributes the global aerosol emission based only on satellite observations and transport. Therefore, instead of correcting a large number of parameters describing aerosol emissions in GOCART with a relatively small number of MODIS observations, we consider constraining the retrieval by employing a simplified GOCART model, having a reduced number of parameters to be retrieved. We adopted the following simplifications (see illustration in Fig. 8 ).
-First, MODIS sees each location on the globe no more than once in 24 h (except at high latitudes). Therefore, to constrain the retrieval, the emission variability over 24 h was neglected.
-Second, MODIS characterizes each atmospheric column by only two parameters (τ fine (550 nm) and τ coarse (550 nm)). Therefore, we reduce the aerosol particle type/size discrimination to only two mono-size particle bins, one for fine mode and one for coarse mode aerosol.
-Third, we assume that all aerosol sources are located in the surface level. Thus, we have reduced the number of unknowns to only two parameters for each horizontally resolved atmospheric column, so the number of unknown N S is comparable to the number of MODIS measurement N obs .
-Fourth, the measurement set becomes well determined (N obs >N S ) if we further reinforce the constraints on emission variability, by assuming constant emission during several days. However, taking into account that typical aerosol lifetime is about a week, one might expect that assuming constant aerosol emission over 24 h might be sufficient for constraining the retrieval. Indeed, subsequent MODIS observations of aerosol diffusion in the region surrounding an aerosol source should be sufficient to constrain the location and magnitude of aerosol emissions from this source that occurred at the beginning of the week. It is important to understand that any simplifications of the forward model used in the retrieval algorithm can be justified only if those simplifications do not induce systematic errors (biases) exceeding the measurement uncertainty. This condition can be verified by numerical tests.
The possibility of non-unique solutions
In addition, it should be noted that our algorithm is based on steepest descent iterations (see Eqs. 39-41), so it will not collapse even for an ill-posed problem. Under these conditions, the non-unique solution would depend strongly on the initial guess (e.g. Dubovik, 2004) in the sense that the algorithm would simply correct the emission initial guess as needed to improve agreement between the model and observations. Similarly, in some situations such non-unique solutions can still provide useful information, especially when only an identifiable sub-group of the retrieve parameters is non-unique, and the remaining sub-space of the retrieved solution is stable and independent of the initial guess. For example, in subsequent Sections we will consider the retrieval of emissions into several vertical layers. Since MODIS data do not have sensitivity to aerosol vertical distribution, MODIS data cannot appropriately constrain the retrieval of emission vertical variability. Nevertheless, it is sometimes possible for the algorithm to place emissions in higher atmospheric layers when it helps to fit the measurements and, therefore, may avoid producing some strong biases. For example, if the aerosol is really emitted into higher altitudes (e.g. smoke from forest fires) and is transported according to the distribution of winds at higher altitudes, then modeling the transport of such an aerosol event may not be satisfactory if the emissions in the model are restricted to the lowest atmospheric layer. On the other hand, in other situations, non-stability of the retrieved aerosol emission vertical distribution may not be a serious issue, for example, if only the vertical distribution of the emission is uncertain, whereas the total emission into atmospheric column is stable. This retrieved emission field can be satisfactory, taking into account that the emissions vertical distribution is often not critical, since strong vertical mixing occurs in the planetary boundary layer.
To understand the potential of our approach for retrieving aerosol sources from MODIS observations, we will examine the impact of MODIS data limitations, test the effect of the proposed simplifications on modeling accuracy, and test retrieval performance for different scenarios: retrievals constrained by a priori data and/or reduced aerosol emission parameterizations, and unconstrained retrievals dependent on the initial guess.
Inverse algorithm testing
A series of numerical tests was performed to verify and illustrate how the algorithm inverts the modeled data in a "no error" environment, i.e., when the inverted aerosol fields are fully consistent with the model, and neither measurements nor model errors are present. We also tested the retrieval sensitivity to the presence of random measurement noise.
We tested the possibility of retrieving emissions from MODIS-like remote sensing data that lack information about aerosol vertical distribution and horizontal diurnal variability of aerosol amount and type. These tests are also used for evaluating the effects of reducing the number of aerosol types and limiting the temporal and spatial emission variability, adopted as a simplification of the GOCART model for constraining emission retrievals.
Sensitivity of the retrieval to columnar aerosol properties (no information on vertical aerosol distribution)
The algorithm was applied to the global "synthetic measurements" of τ (0.55) -optical thickness at 0.55 µm for a single aerosol type. Two scenarios were employed for restricting emission variability: (i) the emissions are constant over 24 h; (ii) the emissions are constant over one week. The tests were performed for the same time period as the one chosen for inverting actual observations, i.e. the meteorological fields corresponding to the last two weeks of August 2000 were used for these tests. For simplicity the aerosol was assumed in the test to be a single, BC component, and the "synthetic measurements" were simulated as BC optical thickness τ BC (0.55). Aerosol chemical transformations included in GOCART model were neglected. The test aerosol emissions where assumed equal to the total of BC and OC emissions used in the GOCART model for the same two weeks. The optical thickness was modeled based on the GO-CART total atmospheric column aerosol mass, by adopting a density of 1 g/cm 3 ), deriving the aerosol volume and assuming that the aerosol has the same optical properties as fine mode smoke from Zambian savanna burning . For constraining aerosol emission vertical variability, two scenarios were used: (i) aerosol sources were restricted to the near-surface layer; (ii) aerosol sources were allowed within the 10 lowest aerosol layers (i.e. approximately below 2 km, as suggested by recent analysis of lidar observations of biomass burning emissions by Labonne et al., 2007) . For constraining horizontal variability of emissions we tested two scenarios: (i) aerosol sources were restricted to the land surface; (ii) aerosol sources were allowed everywhere over land and ocean. The retrieval was initialized by in the tests as follows: (i) initial guess for emission estimates was set to "zero emissions" (no sources). We chose this setting because if retrieval is non-unique in some situations, using zero emissions should not create any false emission. With this initialization, the algorithm is expected to create sources only where they are required to fit the observations. The same retrieval initialization is used in all subsequent tests, unless specified otherwise.
After conducting a large series of the tests, we selected the following algorithm setting for use in follow-up tests and applications to actual data:
1. The emissions are constant over 24 h. The retrieval with this assumption provided a better fit to τ (0.55) than when emissions were constrained over one week. Also, this assumption did not produce any false weekly variability in the retrieved emissions that we could detect. better fit to the τ (0.55) field, and also because this assumption provides additional freedom in vertical distribution of emissions without any negative impact on the horizontal distribution of sources.
3. The aerosol sources are allowed everywhere over land and ocean. All our tests showed that this assumption does not produce significant false sources over ocean when "synthetic measurements" were simulated using emissions over land only. On the other hand, the assumption seems to be more practical, since some types of aerosols have sources over ocean. Figure 9a -b shows that the total emission produced in the first 10 layers agrees well with the "assumed" emissions. Figure 9c -d shows that this retrieved emission results in τ (0.55) fitting accurately the "synthetic measurements". Since the retrieval uses zero emissions as the emission estimate initial guess, the agreement is especially encouraging. There are minor differences between the prescribed and retrieved emissions in Fig. 9a-b , such as the appearance of minor aerosol sources over the ocean. Because the forward and backward aerosol mass and optical thickness were simulated under the same assumptions without adding any model error or other perturbations, these differences can only be explained by an insufficient number of retrieval iterations or by the effect of numerical errors and instabilities inherent in transport model simulations (Vukicevic et al., 2001) .
The accuracy of optical thickness fitting for the entire period of the test is was characterized by two residual values:
where the absolute standard deviation σ abs was simulated using all locations and times and the relative standard deviation σ rel was simulated using only points where τ BC (0.55) was not smaller than 0.05. The quantity σ abs is relevant to the minimized quadratic form. Specifically, assuming the measurement covariance matrix is C ... =ε 2 ... I, σ abs corresponds to a first term in the quadratic form given by Eq. (58). This assumption was used in our inversion tests. The value σ rel is introduced to characterize the accuracy with which aerosol events having high loading are fit. After 40 iterations the residuals were σ abs ≈0.005 and σ rel ≈9%, i.e. the fitting accuracy achieved is below the expected MODIS measurement accuracy ( τ =±0.03±0.05τ over ocean and τ =±0.05±0.15τ over land). It should be noted that Fig. 9a-b shows the total mass emitted into the first 10 atmospheric layers. Unfortunately, the exact vertical structure of the emissions was not reproduced well, because the observations of τ BC (0.55) do not provide any vertical information. For simplicity, instead of seven size-resolved components usually used in GOCART model, desert dust was treated here as a single aerosol component with particle radius 2.3 µm. This size corresponds to the median size of the coarse mode climatological size distribution model derived by Dubovik et al. (2002) from multi-year AERONET observations of desert dust in Saudi Arabia. This optical model was also used for calculations of optical depth from the aerosol mass provided by the GOCART model. The test was conducted using the same meteorology and desert dust emission values assumed in the GOCART model for the two weeks in August 2000. The fitting residuals achieved after 40 iterations for this test were: σ abs ≈0.01 and σ rel ≈15%. These values are slightly higher that those obtained for the BC aerosol test. This is can be explained by the fact the initial residuals were higher, since we used the same zero emissions initial guess, but the magnitude of the prescribed emissions for desert dust is higher than for BC (compare Figs. 9a and  10a ). Some differences in the retrieval convergence can also be attributed to differences in aerosol removal processes, for example gravitational settling is higher for larger particles.
Atmos
In a contrast to the BC and other fine mode aerosols that can be emitted within the boundary layer but above the surface, an additional constraint on the retrieval is that coarse mode desert dust and sea salt aerosol are emitted only into the surface level.
Retrieval sensitivity to input data time and space subsampling
In the tests illustrated by Figs. 9-10, the synthetic observations were available at each global location, although as mentioned earlier, this is not the case for actual MODIS data. The observations for any single day have gaps; Fig. 11 shows τ fine (0.55) provided by MODIS for August 28, (which can be compared to Fig. 9c ). To analyze the effects of gaps in the MODIS data on the global emission retrieval, another test was performed, where the synthetic measurements of τ (0.55) where sub-sampled in exactly the same way as the real MODIS data for same observation period. Figure 12a -d illustrates the results of this test for the BC emissions retrieval. The test is analogous to the one shown on Fig. 9a-d , the only difference being that the τ BC (0.55) used in Fig. 12a-d had exactly the same coverage as the actual MODIS observations collected during the same time period. The convergence of the retrieval process was slightly slower than for the test where τ BC (0.55) had no gaps. After 40 iterations, the fitting residuals were σ abs ≈0.009 and σ rel ≈12%. These numbers are still lower than the expected MODIS measurements accuracy and, as can be seen from Fig. 12c-d , the fitted τ BC (0.55) reproduces the "synthetic measurements" of τ BC (0.55) rather well. The retrieved emissions shown in Fig. 12b are also in good agreement with the assumed emission. However, the agreement is slightly poorer than the emission retrieval from τ BC (0.55) with no gaps, illustrated in Fig. 9 . Figure 13 shows the effect on the retrievals of perturbing the measurements with random noise. Comparing Fig. 13 with Figs. 9 and 12, one can see that the main pattern of the BC emissions distribution is recovered in the presence of significant (Fig. 13 , middle panel) and even high (Fig. 13 , lower panel) random noise. The retrieval is stable for major emission hotspots. However, minor sources are strongly contaminated by false emissions appearing (e.g. over ocean) as result of the propagation of random measurement error in the retrieval results. Fitting accuracy was also significantly affected by random noise: after 40 iterations, fitting residuals were σ abs ≈0.024 and σ rel ≈36% for the results shown in the middle panel and σ abs ≈0. the data contain sufficient redundancy to identify the random noise contribution to the observations. It should be noted that following the discussion in Sect. 3.2.2, the fitting residuals should be expected to be close to zero even in the presence of random noise because in our test, N obs is equal to N S (or is even smaller, in tests with the gaps). However, the both σ abs and σ rel are always noticeably larger than zero (even in "no error" tests). This can be explained by the fact that we allow only limited number of iterations and, therefore we do not reach the actual minimum of the residual. The significant increase of the σ abs and σ rel in the test with random noise indicates there is some redundancy in the data that does allow exact fitting of noisy data, as expected if N obs =N S . Since the model distributes the emitted aerosol using predetermined meteorological fields and processes, it cannot reproduce arbitrary distribution of aerosols.
The desert dust emission retrieval, from τ dust (0.55) subsampled according to the MODIS observations, was less successful than BC retrieval. Figure 14a-b shows that the retrieval did not adequately reproduce the assumed "test desert dust" emissions. For example, some patterns of strong desert dust emissions in the Western Sahara do not appear correctly in the retrieved emission field. In this case, the τ dust (0.55) observations do not sufficiently constrain the retrieval over the areas where the strongest desert dust sources are expected (Ginoux et al., 2001) , because MODIS does not provide aerosol retrievals over bright desert surfaces , Remer et al., 2005 Hsu et al., 2004) . As a result, the prescribed and retrieved desert dust emissions produce virtually identical τ dust (0.55) (see Fig. 14c-d) , despite some false desert dust source locations in the retrieval such as over the Atlantic Ocean near the western Africa coast). The values of the fitting residuals were σ abs ≈0.006 and σ rel ≈12%. It should be noted that these values are actually lower than the residuals obtained in the tests with data that was not subsampled. The explanation is that the sub-sampled data set for the coarse aerosol is not sufficiently redundant, and therefore can be well fit with a coarse aerosol source distribution different from the real one. In another words, the solution is non-unique in this situation since N obs N S .
Retrieval sensitivity to aerosol type
As explained earlier, to constrain the global emission retrieval with imperfect data, we simplified the GOCART model to include only two particle types: fine and coarse mode aerosols. Several numerical tests were performed to evaluate the consequences of this limitation.
We focus on inverting τ fine (0.55), because fine mode aerosol covers a range of aerosol types. GOCART assigns sulfate, OC and BC aerosols exclusively to the fine mode, along with minor fractions of desert dust and sea salt. Figure 15a-d illustrates the results of the test where modeled τ fine (0.55) was set to the sum of the optical thicknesses of sulfate, BC and OC aerosols simulated using original GO-CART model. Then the modeled τ fine (0.55) were inverted assuming a single fine mode aerosol. As before, aerosol mass was converted to optical thickness assuming a generic BC component, and we used the same aerosol removal process parameterization as GOCART uses for BC. Note that the data were not sub-sampled for these tests, because such data have higher redundancy, making the inversion more sensitive to model simplification. As can be seen in Fig. 15a-d , the results of using a simplified single-fine-mode aerosol look encouraging. For example, the retrieved fine mode aerosol source retains all the major features of the original BC, OC and sulfate sources (Fig. 15a-b) . Because sulfate is formed in the atmosphere via photochemical oxidation of its precursor gases, the sulfate source is not confined to land. The differences between the assumed and retrieved source magnitudes and shapes arise because the algorithm attempted to reproduce the combination of BC, OC and sulfates with optical properties for a single BC aerosol component. Nevertheless, as Fig. 15c-d shows, the simplified aerosol model performs well; the fitting errors for this test are σ abs ≈0.02 (and σ rel ≈25%).
These values are higher than in previous tests, but still below the expected accuracy of aerosol optical thickness provided by MODIS retrievals. This suggests that even a simplified transport model using a single fine mode aerosol with no further aerosol type discrimination can reproduce the global observations of τ fine (0.55) at the accuracy level of the MODIS observations. Note that the calculation of residuals (as well as the entire retrieval) was based on the distribution of τ fine only, and the presence of a significant coarse mode fraction could not mask the possible difficulties in fitting τ fine .
Another test (not illustrated here) was performed for evaluating the behavior of under-constrained retrievals using a version of the algorithm that includes all the GOCART chemical processes and retrieves emissions for hydrophilic and hydrophobic BC and OC aerosols simultaneously. As stated above, such retrievals represent an alternative to using the simplified single component aerosol model. However, an under-constrained retrieval does not yield a unique solution, so the value of such retrievals is limited. The numerical test showed that if the "synthetic measurements" of τ fine (0.55) were composed of BC and OC only, this retrieval provides a better fit than the retrieval based on a single fine mode aerosol. The fitting errors were: σ abs ≈0.005 and σ rel ≈15%, whereas the retrieval with a single fine mode aerosol produced fitting errors σ abs ≈0.01 and σ rel ≈20%. However, as expected, the partitioning between BC and OC emissions was strongly dependent on the initial guess, so this approach is not clearly preferred to the retrieval based on the single component aerosol. Thus, these results show that if discrimination by particle type is required, the retrieval must include substantial a priori constraints in addition to τ fine (0.55) measurements.
Retrieving coarse mode aerosol emissions is simpler, as, in the GOCART model, only desert dust and sea salt aerosol types are involved, and dust is emitted exclusively over land whereas sea salt is emitted over water. These properties can be used as natural constraints. Tests show that sea salt and desert dust emissions can be reasonably well discriminated even if a single coarse mode aerosol is assumed. However, the sea salt retrieval appears very sensitive to uncertainties in the inverted data (e.g. the random noise) because the typical optical thickness of sea salt is very low.
We also performed tests verifying the improved results obtained using a priori constraints in the retrieval. However, the accuracy of the results depends upon the quality of the a priori estimates. Tests showed that constraints on emission time and space variability can be useful for inverting data that have coverage gaps. Some illustrations are given in next Section.
Inverting MODIS observations
We applied the inversion algorithm to global MODIS measurements of fine mode aerosol optical thickness τ fine (0.55) between 18 and 30 August 2000. This is a period of high biomass burning activity, so performing the inversion was expected to illustrate how this approach can constrain BC and OC emissions, that are currently rather uncertain (Sato et al., 2003) . For the test, the MODIS Level 3, Collection 4 τ fine (0.55) global 1 • by 1 • data was rescaled to the 2 • by 2.5 • GOCART horizontal resolution. Where MODIS retrievals were available for the same day over more than 90% of a 2 • by 2.5 • GOCART grid cell, the average value of available τ fine (0.55) was assigned to the entire 2 • by 2.5 • cell. Where MODIS data were available for less than 90% of a GOCART grid cell, the MODIS data in that cell were not used in the inversion. Figure 16a -d shows the results of the retrieval assuming a single fine mode aerosol (τ fine (0.55)); the BC aerosol model was used, as was done in the numerical tests). The retrieved daily emissions shown in Fig. 16a-b were averaged over the entire time period considered. Figure 16c -d compares averaged MODIS τ fine (0.55) observations with the retrieved values. The global instantaneous observation fitting accuracy, rescaled to GOCART resolution, was σ abs ≈0.04 and σ rel ≈48% after 40 iterations. Thus, τ fine (0.55) simulated from the retrieved sources reproduces most of the spatial and temporal tendency in the MODIS observations. It is also important to note than even when the retrieved emissions are not restricted to the land surface, the distribution of main aerosol sources does not significantly change (compare Fig. 16a and  b) . The retrieved emissions (Fig. 16a-b ) may be attributed largely to BC, OC and Sulfates. They may also include some fine mode component dust and possibly sea salt emissions, although these sources are likely to be small, and have rather predictable spatial distributions. Indeed, emissions retrieved over oceans have relatively small magnitudes and are most likely sea salt. (Figure 13 also suggests that random noise can produce small magnitude sources.)
Retrieval emissions of fine mode aerosol
The separation of BC, OC and Sulfate sources is particularly difficult because the emissions of these species are comparable in magnitude, and are often associated with the same biomass burning, fuel combustion and industrial sources (Chin et al., 2002) . Therefore, to help in interpreting the retrieval result, we display in Fig. 17 the BC, OC and Sulfate sources assumed in GOCART for August of 2000. In addition, Fig. 18 shows the total carbon emission, obtained from a combination of satellite data and biogeochemical modes by van der Werf et al. (2004) , the same data upon which the default BC and OC sources in the GOCART model (shown at upper panel of Fig. 17 ) are based. Comparing Fig. 16a b with Figs. 17-18, the global placement of the major fine aerosol sources in the retrieved emission field is in general agreement with known sources of carbon and sulfates. At the same time, the exact shapes and magnitudes of the main retrieved emission patterns (Fig. 16a-b) differ from those assumed in the GOCART model (Fig. 17) . According to the main assumption of our approach, these differences should reflect primarily the mismatch between the global aerosol emissions used in modeling and the more realistic emissions distribution that is needed for better agreement with satellite observations, though other factors, including limitations of both measurements and modeling, may be involved (see further discussion of our approach limitation in Sect. 3.5). This assumption is recognized in the modeling community (e.g. Kinne et al., 2003) , and many efforts are being made at using observations to improve emissions modeling accuracy. However, the satellite observations used contain information only about monthly variability, whereas the emission retrieval approach considered here could be used to derive emission on daily time scales. For example, standard output of the GOCART model, when the standard emission fields of BC, OC and sulfates are used, produces much higher residuals (σ abs ≈0.12 and σ rel ≈170%)) than the output of the simplified single-fine-mode-aerosol GOCART version retrieval (σ abs ≈0.04 and σ rel ≈48%). , the major expected desert dust sources can be identified in the retrieved emission field. However, the most intense sources (e.g. over the Saharan Desert) seem to be underestimated, and are more spread out than expected. As discussed earlier, the main cause of these uncertainties is the lack of MODIS observations over deserts (see Fig. 19c ). Therefore, even though the τ coarse (0.55) fitting criteria have low values (σ abs ≈0.04 and σ rel ≈48% after 40 iterations), the desert dust retrieval is less robust than the τ coarse (0.55) inversion. Also, some likely false sources appear over the Atlantic Ocean near the western coast of Africa. These sources show high τ coarse (0.55) concentrations that cannot be explained by desert dust transport from Saharan sources. At the same time, high biomass burning aerosol concentrations were transported from Africa, as can be seen in Fig. 16 . Given the bulk mode treatment of biomass burning aerosols by GOCART, one can speculate that τ coarse (0.55) observed over that area could be at least partially attributed to coarse mode biomass burning aerosol. The apparent agreement between the retrieved sea salt source (we attribute all coarse mode aerosol emissions over ocean to sea salt) and that assumed by the GOCART model (Fig. 20) is rather dubious. It probably can be explained by typically low marine aerosol loading , that is often at the level of MODIS retrieval uncertainty. Also, any cloud contamination in the MODIS data is falsely identified by our retrieval as aerosol. Such contamination is common over the tropical oceans. At the same time, both the retrieval (Fig. 16b ) and the GOCART assumptions (Fig. 20) show pronounced sea salt emissions over the roaring forties region in the Southern Hemisphere.
Coarse mode aerosol emissions retrievals
We also note that the retrieved emission patterns in Fig. 19b exhibits unrealistically high variability. Indeed, the coarse mode aerosol emission variability is usually related to wind speed variations (e.g. see Ginoux et al., 2001) . Nevertheless, it is clear that the emissions shown in Fig. 19b are much more heterogeneous than those assumed in the GO-CART model (Fig. 20) . We therefore tested the possibility of constraining emission timing and horizontal variability by applying a priori limitations on the second derivatives of the retrieved emissions with respect to time horizontal coordinates x and y (the formulation is given in Sect. 2.6). Figure 21 shows that applying such a priori constraints, especially on spatial variability, helps to eliminate some unrealistically strong emissions over ocean. However, the fitting residuals are higher (σ abs ≈0.06 and σ rel ≈61% after 40 iterations) when the a priori constraints are applied. 
Issues and perspectives
We have shown through numerical tests and applications to real satellite data that the algorithm developed here can retrieve useful information about the global distribution of aerosol emissions without applying excessive a priori constraints on the location and strength of aerosol sources. Further, one can expect that applying the algorithm to long time series of satellite observations should provide a global aerosol emissions climatology that can help to improve our understanding of aerosol climate forcing. Although we have analyzed only two weeks of observations, the algorithm can easily be applied to longer sets of observations. We illustrate this with 6 months of τ fine (0.55) MODIS data from 2001. Figure 22 shows the global distribution of fine mode aerosol emissions for February, May and July of that year. The dynamics of global aerosol emissions are apparent, for example, as higher Central and Southern African emissions during February and July, compared to May. This is a manifestation of biomass burning seasonality. Also, the retrievals show high emission over the Indian sub-continent in February, in agreement with known high levels of pollution in this region during winter (e.g., DiGirolamo et al., 2004) . The retrievals in Fig. 22 are mainly illustrative; analysis of longer time series, and refinements to the algorithm, are planned.
Limitations of the satellite observations
Obviously the quality of these global emissions retrievals depends on MODIS aerosol data quality. Specifically, as discussed earlier, MODIS data do not provide information about aerosol property vertical variation, and do not distinguish aerosol types by chemical composition (e.g. BC, OC and sulfates). The lack of MODIS retrieval reliability over bright surfaces seriously limits the outcome of desert dust emission retrievals. The accuracy of MODIS optical depth retrievals overall also imposes limitations on global emission retrievals. For example, the inversion of τ fine (0.55) produced measurement fitting errors (σ abs ≈0.04 and σ rel ≈48%) that are as large as MODIS data accuracy, and random measurement noise is not the only limitation. Indeed, the emissions obtained from actual MODIS data (Fig. 16 ) look significantly more spatially homogeneous than the results of the test retrieval in Fig. 13 (lower panel) . This suggests that, in addition to a component of more heterogeneous random noise, significant systematic differences between MODIS observations and GOCART modeling results exist (see also Section 3.5). Our numerical tests indicate that errors of this size would not allow us to benefit fully from atmospheric modeling refinements. Indeed, in the numerical tests shown in Fig. 15a -d, τ fine (0.55) composed of BC, OC and sulfates in the GOCART model simulation was fitted with noticeably higher accuracy (σ abs ≈0.02 and σ rel ≈25%) when a single fine mode aerosol was assumed, neglecting the differences in aerosol chemical composition. Note that the quoted MODIS aerosol optical depth uncertainty applies to the total column, whereas some decrease in accuracy may be expected when τ total (0.55) is divided into the τ coarse (0.55) and τ fine (0.55) quantities used in the present study (Remer et al., 2005; Anderson et al., 2005) . Fortunately, a number of improvements in the operational MODIS aerosol algorithm are under development (Remer et al., 2005) , including more reliable retrievals over bright surfaces (Hsu et al., 2004) .
The global emission retrieval can also be applied to data from other aerosol satellite sensors, such as, MISR (Diner et al., 1998; Kahn et al., 2005) , POLDER (Deschamps et al., 1994; Deuze et al., 2001) , APS (Mishchenko et al., , 2007 , and CALIPSO (Poole et al., 2003) . For example, the MISR sensor has multi-angle measurement capability that generally allows a larger number of aerosol properties to be retrieved, including some information about aerosol size and shape, and also produces more robust optical thickness retrievals over bright surfaces (e.g. Kahn et al., 2005; Martonchik et al., 1998) . Moreover, satellite instruments with multi-angular polarimetric capabilities have additional sensitivity to particle size distribution and the real part of the refractive index (Mishchenko et al., , 2007 . So satellite multi-angle polarimeters may provide aerosol source chemical composition discrimination to hope constrain the global retrieval. For example, the Aerosol Polarimetry Sensor (APS), which is part of currently planned Glory mission (Mishchenko et al., 2007) will perform sensitive polarimetric measurements (over a wide spectral range and with high angular resolution), and is expected to provide such detailed information as fine and coarse mode aerosol refractive index and particle shape. The data provided by space borne lidar on CLAIPSO satellite (Poole et al., 2003) constrain aerosol vertical distribution. Note, however that unlike the MODIS, MISR and POLDER passive imagers that provide two-dimensional global coverage, CLAIPSO and APS are limited to extremely narrow cross-track swaths only a single pixel wide, often referred to as jail-bar coverage.
To maximize the benefits from available satellite aerosol measurements, the global inversion should utilize both the detailed aerosol information provided by CLAIPSO and APS together with less accurate but more extensive observations by satellite imagers. Using data from multiple satellite sensors as input to the global inversion should provide better spatial and temporal data coverage compared to the coverage of any single sensor. For example, the MODIS instruments on the Terra and Aqua satellites (Remer et al., 2006) observe the same geographic locations in the late morning and early afternoon, offering the global inversion some information about aerosol emission diurnal variability.
The global inversion can also include ground-based network observations, such as those from the AERONET sunphotometer network (Holben et al., 1998) , and the EAR-LINET lidar network (Boesenberg et al., 2003) . Unlike satellite observations, these networks do not provide global coverage, but they offer more accurate, high-temporal-resolution information at a number of global locations that can be used in the global inversion. The benefits of these data combinations will probably be greatest when, unlike the examples given here, global inversions having high temporal and spatial resolution are required. Thus, the global aerosol inversion can also be considered a tool for synthesizing information from multiple measurement types.
Modeling accuracy limitations
As discussed in Sect. 2, our inversion approach finds an optimal solution using known measurement error statistics, under the assumption that the model errors are much smaller than those of the measurements, so the effect of the model errors can be neglected. This assumption is employed in most inverse methodologies, and it can easily be justified in many applications. However, it is not yet possible to perform global transport modeling with the same level of certainty as radiative modeling, for example, so the effects of the transport modeling uncertainties on the retrievals may not be negligible. Many factors may contribute to transport modeling uncertainty. For example, the atmospheric temperature, pressure, wind distributions, and other meteorological fields inputed to the models are known with limited accuracy. Significant uncertainty in the four-dimensional distribution of clouds affects the aerosol modeling, e.g. via uncertainties in aerosol transport by cloud convection. The aerosol removal processes employed by the models are also known with only limited accuracy, and aerosol-cloud interactions can be described only qualitatively at present. The temporal and spatial resolution achieved by models such as GOCART are insufficient to reproduce some local details of aerosol dynamics. In addition, all models suffer from numerical instabilities that can produce negative aerosol mass, failure to conserve aerosol mass in transport simulations, etc. All these uncertainties limit the accuracy of global aerosol modeling, as demonstrated in recent model inter-comparison studies (e.g., Kinne et al., 2003 Kinne et al., , 2006 Textor et al., 2006) .
However, a number of efforts aim at addressing many of these modeling uncertainties in the near future. For example, four-dimensional meteorological wind fields and cloud distributions will probably be improved by assimilation of observations from multiple sources. There is also hope that model aerosol optical properties can be improved by remote sensing data. Like most models, GOCART assumes all coarse aerosols are either dust or sea salt. Satellite retrieval algorithms (e.g. Kaufman et al., 1997; Tanré et al., 1997; Remer et al., 2005, etc. ) rely on aerosol type climatologies obtained from other remote sensing measurements. Unlike global models, such climatologies (e.g. Remer et al., 1997; indicate the presence of coarse particles in practically all types of aerosol including biomass burning and urban pollution. Also, satellite retrievals usually use complex indices of refraction derived from remote sensing observations to describe ambient aerosol, whereas models tend to calculate radiative properties of aerosol based on chemical composition, using indices of refraction obtained from in situ or laboratory measurements of each chemical component. This difference may be another source of inconsistency between remote sensing retrievals and models. For example, recent analysis of aerosol remote sensing retrieval results (Kaufman et al., 2001; Dubovik et al., 2002) showed that mineral dust is less absorbing than was previ-ously thought, and comparisons with aerosol transport models showed systematic differences with remote sensing observations of aerosol absorption for situations dominated by mineral dust (e.g. Takemura et al., 2002; Sato et al., 2003) . One possible way to address this inconsistency is to include these aspects of the satellite retrieval as part of inverse modeling. In this approach, the aerosol emissions will be retrieved directly from atmospheric radiances (e.g. using the mathematical formalism described in Sect. 2.8).
Limitations of the retrieval approach employed
The numerical inversion approach has some limitations in itself. As explained in Sect. 2.5, the algorithm is based on an iterative, steepest descent method that in general converges very slowly (e.g. Tarantolla, 1987) . However, the fitting residual can decrease to a value much smaller than the expected noise level of inverted satellite data after 40 iterations (see , because the transport operator T (written in matrix form) is sparse. Since each iteration involves two GOCART model runs (forward and backward), inverting global data takes about 80 times longer than a GOCART forward simulation of the aerosol fields covering same time period. Nevertheless, taking into account the global nature of the problem and the increasing speed of modern computers, these requirements are probably acceptable. For this study, which used only moderately powerful computers, we tried to identify ways to reduce the number of iterations (e.g. Gill et al., 1982; Tarantolla, 1987) . Theoretically, the method of conjugated gradients can accelerate convergence compared to steepest descents; it also uses only gradient vectors and can therefore be implemented with transport model adjoint operators (see Appendix C). However, in practice, rounding errors often cause the computed directions to loose conjugacy rapidly, and the method behaves more like an iterative method, making converge much slower than theoretically predicted (Gill et al., 1982) . To test the possibility of accelerating inversion convergence, we implemented the method of conjugated gradients described in Appendix C. Convergence improved: after only 20 iterations, the method of conjugated gradients achieved the same residual size as the steepest descent method after 40 iterations. However, as can be seen from the derivation in Appendix C, our implementation of the method of conjugated gradients requires running the GOCART model four times for a single iteration, instead of the two runs needed for steepest descents. Therefore it took the same computing time to perform 20 iterations with method of conjugated gradients as 40 iterations with steepest descents, so conjugated gradients did not effectively accelerate the inversion. At the same time, implementing the method of conjugated gradients required greater effort, because the formal logic is significantly more complex. Nevertheless, there may be a need to explore convergence acceleration possibilities further, in anticipation of the inevitable increase in aerosol global model resolution. Similarly, the steepest decent method may converge more slowly if the satellite retrieval is included as part of the inverse modeling (discussed in Sect. 2.7), due to the complexity of the radiative transfer equations.
Using diverse a priori constrains is another direction requiting further exploration. In Sect. 2.6 we described the mathematical techniques for using a priori emissions estimates or a priori limitations on the derivatives of emissions variability in time and space. Using these a priori constraints can substantially extend the field of retrieved parameters. For example, with an a priori estimate of emissions, MODIS data can be used in an emissions retrieval that discriminates aerosol type, even though the MODIS data contain little information about aerosol type. As discussed in Sect. 3.3, to enhance the sensitivity of our retrieval to the satellite observations, we decided not to constrain the retrieval with a priori emissions estimates. However, to produce a unique retrieval without such a priori information, we eliminated the aerosol chemical composition discrimination in our retrieval. As a result, the retrieval provided by this algorithm has high sensitivity to spatial and temporal emission features that were observed by satellites, but were unexpected from a modeling viewpoint. However the retrieved emission fields are of limited value for modeling activities that require aerosol type discrimination. Future efforts to improve this approach will aim at including in the retrieval a priori constraints that retain aerosol type discrimination without over-constraining retrieved emission spatial and temporal variability.
This advance is imperative for the future development of global emission retrievals, because even the most advanced aerosol satellite sensors will not constrain all the parameters used to describe aerosol emission in chemical transport models. For example, we will attempt to constrain a priori only relative contributions from different aerosol components to the total aerosol optical thickness, without constraining its magnitudes of the emissions.
We also showed (Fig. 21 ) that by placing a priori limitations on the emission variability time and space derivatives, one can retain emission fields with physically realistic time and space continuity (with no sharp oscillations), even if the inverted measurements do not provide sufficient constraints. However, we found that due to the relatively coarse time (24 h) and space (2.0 • ×2.5 • ) resolution used in this study, these constraints generally do not seem critical to our retrievals. Nevertheless, in future studies that attempt retrievals at much higher resolutions, the importance of continuity constraints will likely increase.
Conclusions
This paper describes an algorithm that uses inverse modeling to retrieve global aerosol source emissions from satellite observations. The numerical inversion in the algorithm was structured as a multi-term least-squares-type fit. This statistical optimization scheme allows for high flexibility in constraining the retrieval, such as using multiple constraints in a single inversion. We also discuss and demonstrate the possibility of applying a priori constraints on retrieved quantity partial derivatives, to improve retrieved global aerosol emission time and space variability. This approach is widely used in atmospheric remote sensing, though rarely in inverse modeling. The similarities and differences of our inversion scheme with the standard Kalman filter and 4-D-var assimilation inverse modeling and Phillips-Tikhonov-Twomey constrained inversion remote sensing approaches are discussed. To simultaneously retrieve global aerosol fields over extended periods of time at the space and time resolution of the model, the fitting was expressed in terms of a variational approach, using an adjoint of the aerosol transport in a convenient form for practical implementation of the inversion. We also discuss the application of various a priori constraints in the adjoint form of the retrieval algorithm.
The algorithm was implemented in a practical way with the GOCART aerosol transport model, retrieving global aerosol emissions at 2 • ×2.5 • horizontal resolution from the global distribution of aerosol optical thickness. The numerical tests conducted showed that the algorithm accurately derives aerosol emissions when inverting the detailed, global aerosol mass distribution produced from a forward run of GOCART model. However, when MODIS data was used as input for the inversion, some extra constraints were needed to produce a unique retrieval, due to limitations in coverage and information content of the MODIS data. Specifically, emission variability over the diurnal cycle was neglected, and aerosol types were discriminated by particle size, but not by their chemical composition. Emissions of fine and coarse mode aerosols were retrieved from the MODIS fine and coarse mode aerosol optical thickness data, respectively.
From two weeks of daily MODIS observations during August 2000, the global placement of fine mode aerosol sources agreed with available independent knowledge, even though the inverse method did not use any a priori information about aerosol sources, and was initialized with a "zero aerosol emission" assumption. The retrieval reproduced two weeks of global, instantaneous MODIS observations, with an aerosol optical thickness standard deviation for the fit of ∼0.04. Aerosol optical thickness observations of 0.05 and higher were reproduced with a standard deviation of ∼48%. Such agreement between global modeling and observation is quite encouraging, given that the coherence between model and observations is limited by MODIS observation accuracy, aerosol variability that can be much higher than the model resolution, uncertainties in the wind fields, three-dimensional cloud distributions, and other meteorological data, the accuracy of assumptions made in modeling atmospheric processes, numerical instabilities, etc. As a result, model predictions can differ significantly from observations, even for monthly and yearly averaged regional aerosol properties (Kinne et al., 2003; Sato et al., 2003) .
Retrieving coarse mode aerosol emissions was less successful, mainly because MODIS aerosol data over highly reflecting desert dust sources is lacking. This situation should be much improved by the most recent MODIS product version (Collection 5), which includes aerosol retrievals over deserts from the "deep blue" algorithm of Hsu et al. (2004) .
The efficiency of using a priori constraints on values of the emissions or on their variability was also evaluated. The use of such a priori constraints is a clear alternative to a straightforward reduction of the number of retrieved parameters characterizing the aerosol emission. For example, in spite of limitations in the MODIS data, if the algorithm uses GOCART emission fields as a priori estimates, it can be set to retrieve aerosol emissions in the same format as those used in the GOCART model (i.e. fully discriminated by chemical composition and sizes). This strategy is usually employed in assimilation methods. However, in that retrieval approach, the derived emissions tend to be influenced by the a priori estimates to an extent that may devaluate the satellite observations. Therefore, further effort is needed to minimize the possible effect of over-constraining the solution. In the present paper, we did not use a priori estimates for inverting MODIS observations; instead, we applied constraints that limit the general temporal and spatial variability of the emissions, and demonstrated that such general constraints were useful for eliminating some unrealistic features in underdetermined retrievals, such as coarse mode aerosol emission retrievals from MODIS observations.
To illustrate algorithm performance when processing long satellite observation records, we inverted the fine mode aerosol optical thickness produced by MODIS, for the first six months of 2001. Realistic global aerosol emission geographic distribution patterns, and their seasonal variations, were derived.
Thus, the method developed can be a useful tool for improving global aerosol source characterization in chemical transport models. Nevertheless, this paper describes only the first phase of the effort, and further analysis is needed to realize the full potential of the method. Specifically, we plan to use MODIS data to generate climatological records of remote-sensing-driven aerosol emission fields; these are expected to provide improved global aerosol source descriptions as inputs to chemical transport models. We plan to refine and optimize the use of a priori constraints and the convergence of the method. Also, at least some of the satellite measurement limitations are expected to be addressed in future studies, for example, by planned MODIS aerosol algorithm improvements.
Moreover, the global emission retrievals can incorporate a combination of aerosol products from other satellite sensors, such as CALIPSO, MISR, PARASOL and APS, as well as aerosol measurements from ground-based networks, such as AERONET and EARLINET. Using data from multiple satellite sensors as input should improve spatial and temporal constraints from the global emission retrievals, compared to using data exclusively from any single sensor. In addition, using data from multi-angle radiometers (MISR), polarimeters (PARASOL, APS), lidar (CALIPSO), and ground-based networks (AERONET and EARLINET), may make it possible to discriminate between emissions of different aerosol types in the retrievals. Thus, the global aerosol inversion can also be considered as a tool for integrating the information from models and remote sensing instruments, providing aerosol information of enhanced value for climate research.
Appendix A The adjoint operator
According to its formal definition (e.g. Tarantola, 1987) , the adjoint of G, G # , is a linear operator defined by the equality of scalar products:
If scalar product is defined as follows:
then the right side of Eq. (A1) is:
The left side of Eq. (A1) is:
Thus, in order to achieve the equality between Eqs. (A3) and (A4) we can write for G # :
It should be noted that Tarantola (1987) gives a more general definition of the adjoint operator that is not used here.
Appendix B Derivation of Eq. (41)
Equation (2) can be written in matrix form, for a single time step, as follows:
M n = T n−1 (M n−1 + S n−1 ),
where subscripts " n−1 " and " n " are associated with times steps t n−1 and t n =t n−1 + t, i.e. matrix T n−1 and vectors S n−1 , M n−1 and M n represent T (t n−1 , x), s (t n−1 , x), m (t n−1 , x) and m (t n−1 + t, x), respectively. For time steps t n−2 , t n−1 and t n one can write:
M n = T n−1 (M n−1 + S n−1 ) = T n−1 (T n−2 (M n−2 + S n−2 ) + S n−1 ) = = T n−1 T n−2 M n−2 + T n−1 T n−2 S n−2 + T n−1 S n−1 .
Correspondingly, the mass transport for t 0 , t 1 , . . . , t n can be expressed as:
where i=n−1 i=0 T i = T n−1 T n−2 ...T 2 T 1 T 0 .
Based on Eq. (B3), the entire matrix Eq. (5) for mass distribution during the time period from t 0 to t n can be written as follows: 
where M * n denotes the mass distribution of aerosols emitted during time period from t 0 to t n : i.e.
Thus, Eq. (B5) is equivalent to the generalized matrix expression:
This is a slightly modified form of Eq. (5). Similarly, for the correction term Ŝ p of the steepest descent iterative solution given by Eq. (40) can be written as: 
